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Abstract. The most general structure for potential terms compatible with
N=ί,N = 29 and N = 4 supersymmetry in the nonlinear σ-model in two space-
time dimensions is determined. The differential geometry of the internal
manifold of the model plays an important role in the method used and in the
results. An interesting application of nontrivial dimensional reduction is found.

1. Introduction

A strong connection has been established between extended supersymmetry in the
nonlinear σ-model in two space-time dimensions and the differential geometry of
the internal manifold M on which the model is defined. N = 2 supersymmetry
requires that M is a Kahler manifold [1, 2], N = 3 supersymmetry implies ΛΓ = 4,
and N — 4 requires that M is hyperKahler. This connection between complex
differential geometry and supersymmetry strongly constrains renormalization
counterterms [3,4], and there are strong indications that at least the N = 4
theories are ultraviolet finite to all orders in perturbation theory [2, 3].

In this paper we consider the inclusion of potential terms with a coupling
constant of the dimensions of mass in the model. One motivation for this arises
from the infrared problems of massless scalars in two dimensions. In the O(ή) and
CPn models there is spontaneous generation of mass [5, 6] due to asymptotic
freedom, but the resolution of the infrared difficulty is unclear for N = 4 models
which are ultraviolet finite. The potential gives massive excitations at the classical
level which circumvents the infrared problems.

In the bosonic σ-model the potential V(φ) can be an arbitrary function on M.
In N = 1 supersymmetry one can add an arbitrary superpotential W(φ), as is well
known, but additional parity non-conserving terms are possible if M possesses
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Killing vectors. N = 2 and N = 4 supersymmetry place additional constraints on
the allowed potential terms which involve functions and Killing vectors which are
holomorphic with respect to the complex structures of M. The Killing vector terms
in the potential arise from nontrivial dimensional reduction [7] of the nonlinear σ-
model in 3 or 4 dimensions. The supersymmetry algebra is typically modified by
the presence of potentials and includes central charges whose action on the fields is
that of Killing vectors of M.

Two methods are used to obtain the potential terms. In the first approach, an
extension of [2], a general ansatz for the Lagrangian and transformation rules is
made, and the requirement of supersymmetric invariance is used to constrain the
unknown quantities of the ansatz. This approach leads to the most general results
on allowed potential terms. The second approach is a novel modification of
superspace methods in which extended supersymmetry of the resulting potential
terms is very simple to prove, but the potential structure is not the most general
possible.

2. Summary of the Massless Case

We begin by reviewing the way in which supersymmetry is implemented in the
nonlinear σ-model without potential.

In the ordinary bosonic σ-model, there are n scalar fields φ\x) which are
interpreted as functions from two-dimensional Minkowski space-time into a
Riemannian manifold M with metric gt- and standard connection Γι

jk. The action
is

S = ^d2xgij(φ)dμφ
ίd»φ\ (1)

and is invariant under coordinate reparameterizations of M.
It is always possible to find an N= 1 supersymmetric extension of (1) [8]. The

simplest way is to introduce n two-component anticommuting Majorana spinor
fields ψι

a(x\ and n real auxiliary scalars F\x), and join them in a superfield

Φ\x9 θ) = φ\x) + θxp\x) + \ θθF\x), (2)

where #α, α = 1,2, is a Grassmann coordinate of superspace. With supercovariant
derivative and y-matrices defined by

yo = ̂ y,y
1=iσx,y

5=yoy1=σz,ψ = ψτyo, (3)

one can write the superspace action

S[Φ] = 1 j d2θd2xgij(Φ)DΦίDΦj, (4)

which is invariant under supersymmetry transformations
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with spinor parameter βα.
After performing the θ integration and eliminating auxiliary fields, we find the

component action

S[Φ, Ψ~\ = iid2x{q--dol dώj + iqnip
i0xpj-\- i RΈ f^ψψ^ψ1} ,

V β ^ V ^ 6 ljkl ( 6 )

and transformation rules

δφι = εψ1, δψι = - iWs - ΓjkΈ\pjψk. (7)

It is important to note that supersymmetry transformations commute with
infinitesimal coordinate transformations on M which are given by

This property will be useful later. The component coordinate transformations (8)

are deduced from the fact that the superfield Φι transforms as ΔΦι = ζ\Φ) (which

implies that the auxiliary fields Fι have complicated transformation properties).

It is known that the action (5) admits a second supersymmetry if and only if M

is a Kahler manifold [1, 2]. This means that there exists a tensor fι. on M which

satisfies Λ/V-Λ. (9a)

fJ,=βu, (9b)

^,Λ = 0, (9c)
(9a) implies that the dimension n of the manifold is even. From (9a)-(9c) it follows
that M can be covered smoothly with complex coordinate charts (zα, zα) such that
transition functions in overlapping coordinate patches are holomorphic. In
complex coordinates the line element ds2 can be written as

τ u + f ds2 = 2ga-βdz«dz~β. (10)

The two-form υaβ v '

F = ίgaβdz«Λdzβ (11)

is closed which implies that locally

where K(z9 z) is the Kahler potential. Further local properties of Kahler manifolds
will be used in the following sections. See [9] for an elementary discussion.

If M is Kahler, the second supersymmetry transformation is

δφ^εfy, δ{fiy)=-ijφiε-ri

jkf\fkjxpιxpm. (13)

Finally one can show that each supersymmetry beyond (7) requires an
independent Kahler structure f(a)i. which satisfies (9a)-(9c) and

f{a)ik f Φ ) k j + fib)ik f ( a ) k j = ~ 2δijδab - ( 1 4)

It is clear that N = 3 implies N = 4 because if / ( 1 ) and / ( 2 ) are two Kahler
structures which satisfy (13), so is fi3)ίj = f(1)i

kp
2)k

r If M is an irreducible
manifold, then N = 4 supersymmetry can only be satisfied if there are three such
complex structures which satisfy the algebra of quaternions, and N = 4 is the
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maximal supersymmetry. When N = 4 supersymmetry is realized the manifold is
hyperKahler and its dimension is a multiple of 4. For each of the 3 extended
supersymmetries one has transformation rules of the form (12) with each of the 3
independent complex structures f{a)ij inserted. In the absence of potentials,
irreducible manifolds are the only ones of physical interest since the fields φι and
ψι would otherwise split into two or more sets without mutual interactions.

The results above for extended supersymmetry were derived [2] from the most
general ansatz for the transformation rules consistent with general coordinate
invariance, Lorentz invariance, and dimensional considerations. However, it is
interesting to note that there is a simple method to prove invariance of (6) under
the extended supersymmetry transformation (13) using the following superfield
arguments. Let us define a new superfield:

Φti = φi + 5fi

Jψ
3+^SθFi. (15)

The action S[φ, fψ] constructed from S[_Φ'~\ in (4) by θ integration and elimination
of F/ι is automatically invariant under (13). Then the action (6) will be invariant
under both (7) and (13) if we can establish that

SlΦ,fψ-]=Slφ9ψ ]. (16)

However (16) is true because the transformation ψι-+fljψj is a discrete symmetry
of S[0, tp] in (6), a fact which follows simply from (9b) and the properties

Dμ(fί

jΨ
j) = fίjDβψ\ (17a)

which are consequences of (9b) and (9c) in a Kahler manifold. Since the
transformation ψ^y^ is also a discrete symmetry of the model, we could obtain
identical results for supersymmetry from the modified superfield

Φ"i = φi + θfi

jy5ψ
j + ^θθF"i. (18)

As we will see in later sections, the modified superfield methods based on (15) and
(18) give two different supersymmetric potential structures. Both are special cases
of the most general structure obtained from a general invariant ansatz.

3. Potentials for an IV=1 Riemannian σ-Model

In order to determine the most general potential structure we consider the
following ansatz for the action and transformation rules:

SLΦ, V>] = ί ί d2x{Qij dμφ
ι

+ ϊ RijklΨψkψψι ~ m2 V(φ) -

-mW^fφWysψ3}, (19)

δφι = sψ\ (20a)

dtp* = i^s - Pjkεψjψk - mH\φ)E - mG\φ)y5E, (20b)
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where we have augmented (6) and (7) by the most general set of terms which
involve positive powers of a dimensional constant m and are invariant under
proper Lorentz transformations. Since this structure involves operators of dimen-
sion zero and one, it remains closed under renormalization, in the general sense of
Friedan [10]. The ansatz is reparameterisation invariant if V(φ) is a scalar, H\φ)
and G\φ) are vector fields on M, and Wtj and W5

tj are tensor fields which are,
respectively, symmetric and anti-symmetric.

We now require that (19) is invariant under (20a) and (20b) and work order by
order in m to determine the necessary constraints on the ansatz. Since the ansatz is
reparameterisation invariant, the variation of S is a scalar. This makes calculation
easy since we need not follow in detail terms involving the connection Γι

jk.
To Θ(l) in variance is already known. The Θ(m) terms in the variation split into

two pieces which must vanish independently since they are linear and trilinear in
ψ. The Θ(m) linear terms are

δS = ίnίε$d2xtDίHj-y5DiGj-Wij + γ5Wi

5

j^φiψj. (21)

The scalar terms vanish if the anti-symmetric part of Dflj vanishes implying that
locally HJ = DJW, and if one further requires that W^^D^jW. Thus W(φ) is the
standard superpotential which is expected in these models. The pseudoscalar
terms in (21) vanish if the symmetric part of D Ĝ  vanishes, which means that Gj in
a Killing vector of M, and one must further require that W5

tj is the curl of Gy

These results may be summarized by

t = D,W,

0

Before studying trilinear terms in ψ we study the Θ(m2) term which is linear.
Here one finds scalar and pseudoscalar terms which must vanish separately giving
the conditions

j j , (23a)

GiDiDjW+(DOίG
i)DjW=O. (23b)

The first condition may be integrated to express the scalar potential as

V(φ) = giJ(DiWDJW+ Gfi), (24)

where an irrelevant constant is assumed to vanish. Hence the scalar potential V(φ)
is related to the superpotential in the standard way, but there are also contri-
butions from the Killing vector which are new. Condition (23b) states simply that
the Lie derivative £G δW vanishes which means that the superfield has constant Lie
derivative, viz.

£G W = Gldt W=const. (25)

One must now study the Θ(m) trilinear fermion terms in the variation of
S\_φ, ψ] which come from

AψVW), (26)
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where only linear terms in m are kept. Again there are scalar and pseudoscalar
terms which must vanish separately. The vanishing of the scalar terms follows
without calculation from superspace since these terms are independent of Gf and
follow from the addition of a standard superpotential term mW(Φ)/2ί to the
action (4). The pseudoscalar terms require some work, and it is useful to use the
identity

Rijkiftψψψ1=f RijkiΨisΨ^ysΨ1 ( 2 7 )

before taking the δψ variation. This identity is established using Fierz rearrange-
ment and the first Bianchi identity. The vanishing of the pseudoscalar term can
then be shown, if the Killing property of G and the Ricci identity for [Z) , Dj] Gk is
used.

This completes the determination of the most general potential structure
allowed in N = 1 supersymmetry. This structure involves a scalar superpotential
W(φ) and a Killing vector Gί? and the Lie derivative £GW= Gι dtWis constant. The
Lagrangian and transformation rules are

£ = ί iβij d,Φι dμΦj+igtjψW+ϊ

-m2gij(DiWDjW+ GiG)-mDiDjW\pi\pj-mD fifty 5\pj}, (28)

δφ^εψ*, (29a)

δψ1 = - irfφh - P^εxpψ - mD'W ε - mG%ε. (29b)

The commutator algebra of (29a) and (29b) gives a surprise. One finds by
calculation that

lδv δ 2 ] φ ι = 2/(ε. A 2 ) dμφ ( l 7 5 2 ) ,

[δ19 δ2~] xpι = 2ί(εiy%) dμψ
ι + 2m(siy5ε2) δfiV,

where the equation of motion for ψι is assumed to be satisfied. The first term is the
expected space-time translation, and the second term is a central charge which
corresponds to a coordinate transformation with the Killing vector field. The
central charge is implemented canonically which is not the case for the coordinate
reparameterisation (8) and the Lagrangian is invariant because £Ggtj = 0, which is
equivalent to the Killing condition.

It is possible to understand the central charge and the Gt terms in the general
potential structure from the viewpoint of dimensional reduction from an N = 1
σ-model in 2 + 1 dimensions (with coordinates x 0 ,* 1 ,* 5 ) . Here one simply
performs dimensional reduction in the manner of Scherk and Schwarz [7] so that
the x 5 dependence of field configurations corresponds to motion along orbits of
the Killing vector Gι in M. Specifically field configurations ^(x^x^x 5 ) and
V^x^x^x5) must satisfy

(31)
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It is then easy to see that all Gι terms in (28) are generated by dimensional
reduction and the resulting Lagrangian is independent of x5. The central charge in
the algebra is the residual effect of the translation in the x5-direction. It is
interesting to see how the Scherk-Schwarz mechanism works in the geometrical
context of the non-linear σ-model on a manifold with a continuous isometry.

It is also very simple to implement the dimensional reduction in superspace
using the action (4) with spatial volume element dx°dxίdx5. If superfield
configurations are required to satisfy

which contains (31), then the component Lagrangian.is (28).

4. Potentials for N = 2 Kahler Manifold Models

Before analyzing the structure of potentials for N = 2 σ-models we explain the
concept of a holomorphic Killing vector on a Kahler manifold. See Bagger and
Witten [11] for further discussion. A holomorphic Killing vector generates an
isometry of M with coordinate changes that are holomorphic, viz.

δza=V%z), δza = V\z) = Va{z), or dβV" = dβV* = 0. (33)

The condition for an isometry is just the Killing condition

D*Vβ + DβVa = 0, (34a)

SaV-β + δβVa = 0. (34b)

Here (34a) is equivalent to (33), while (34b) is locally equivalent to the existence of
a real scalar function U(z, z), called the Killing potential, such that

K " d U (35,
y.--iS,U,

which can be written in real form as V^f^δjU.
If Fα(z), Va(z) is a holomorphic Killing vector, then the Lie derivative of the

Kahler potential is a Kahler gauge transformation, i.e.

£ΌK{z, z) = V« δaK + F α dsK = f(z) + f(Έ). (36)

Given the Killing vector, one may use the Kahler potential K(z, z) to construct
U(z,Έ) [12]. Specifically

U(z,z-) = ±ίtV«daK-f-V*δ-aK + n . (37)

Let us take the example of the manifolds CPn where, in Fubini-Study
coordinates, the Kahler potential is

(38)

The holomorphic isometry group is SU(n+1), and the general Killing vector is

F α = ίCaβzβ + ba + (bβzβ)za, (39)
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where Caβ is a Hermitean matrix and ba is a complex "vector," which together
comprise the 2n2-\-n real parameters of SU(n+l). One has

£vK = baza + baz\ (40)

and applying (37) we find

1+Z'Z

Returning to the question of potentials for the N = 2 σ-model, we now seek
conditions under which the general N=ί Lagrangian (28) is invariant under a
second supersymmetry transformation. We pose the ansatz

δ(fi

jψ
j)=-ίdφiε-Γί

jJ^Jk

m(εψι)ψm-m(2Ui-DiW)ε-mγ5L
ίε,

where the m independent terms coincide with (13) and, for convenience in
presenting results, the scalar coefficient is taken as 2Uί — DίW, where U1 is a vector
field on M.

Following step-by-step the arguments of the N = 1 case, we find that vanishing
of the Θ(mψ) term requires the two conditions

2DkUι - {δ\δ\ + f\ f^DfijW-O, (43a)

D^-fJ^G^O. (43b)

Since the second term in (43a) is symmetric, the antisymmetric part of DkUι must
vanish implying that Uι is the gradient of a scalar, L/Z = δzl7. Now projecting (43a)
with δk

iδ
ι

j-fk

ifp we find

(δWj-fifjWtU-O. (44)

This is equivalent to the statement that Vi = f\ djU is a holomorphic Killing vector
in real form. To see this we introduce a complex coordinate chart, where fι. takes
the form fa

β = iδa

β and f*β=—iδ"p. Then the complex components of Vt are
Va = ίdaU and Va=-idaU, which implies (34b), while (44) gives DaDβU = 0 and
D^DβU^O, which mean that Va and F δ are holomorphic. Next we write (43a) in
complex coordinates as

dad-βU-dadjW=0, (45)

which can be integrated to give

W(z, z) = U(z9 z) + h(z) + h{z), (46)

where h(z) is an arbitrary holomorphic function. Finally Vt = f\d U can be
inverted to write Ui = fi.V\ so that the scalar term in (42) can be written in terms
of the Killing field.

To proceed further we must compute the 0(mψ3) terms which are the
analogues of (26) with the transformation (42). There are scalar and pseudoscalar
terms which must vanish separately. Using (44), (46), and (17b) to express the
scalar terms so that ψj always appears contracted with Pp we see that these terms
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vanish because they are of the same form as in the N = 1 case, except for the
changes ψ^f^ψ* and W->2U—W. The pseudoscalar terms can be rewritten,
after manipulation similar to the N=ί case, as

\mRm{Ώ- Gi)εfJ

mψmψkγ5ψ
ι=0. (47)

For general spinor fields this vanishes only if

«y^-G^) = 0, (48)

and this condition can now be analyzed geometrically. If M is irreducible there can
be no zero eigenvector of the curvature terms since this would imply an invariant
subspace of the representation of the holonomy group. Thus one must take
Lι= G\ and (44b) can be written as DaGβ = DΈGβ = 0, which implies that Gι? which
was already known from the N=ί analysis to be a Killing vector, must be
holomorphic. If M is not irreducible there may be other possibilities than U = G\
which are not studied here.

The final test for N = 2 supersymmetry comes with the O(m2ψ) terms coming
from the δ variation of the potential in (28). Here one finds the three conditions

(49a)

Uidi{h + h) = const, (49b)

(49c)

Upon introducing the holomorphic Killing vector V1 = — fι U\ one sees that (49a)
is just the statement that V1 and Gι have vanishing Lie bracket and hence generate
commuting isometries of M. (Note that one can take V* = Gι if one wishes.) On the
other hand (48b) and (48c) imply that the Lie derivatives £vh and £Gh are constant.

The results may now be summarized. Given a Kahler manifold M with matrix
gtj and complex structure fl

p then the most general potential structure consistent
with N = 2 supersymmetry involves a holomorphic function h(z) and two commut-
ing holomorphic Killing vectors Gι and V1 which leave dth invariant. The
Lagrangian and transformation rules are

= \ {Qtj dμΦ
ι dμφ

j + ίgtjψW + \ RijklψψψJWl

Vj + dβ + h) dβ + h) + Gfij) - mDfiji U + h + h)ψxpj

(50)

δφ* = εψ1, <V = - i^ε - rjksipj\pk - mDi(U + h + h)ε- mGy^, (51)

kf'jΨ1) = - ίWε - Pjk f\ fk

n(εψl) ψm - mD\ U-h-h)ε-mγ5σε,

where U is the real potential of the Killing vector V', and (49b) has been used.
These results can be rewritten in complex notation, but the transcription is
somewhat elaborate for spinors (see [1] for the m-independent terms). Therefore
we write only the scalar part of the Lagrangian, namely

4c.i.r = 9aβ K? V - ™ψ(Va + δji + Gx)(V-β + d-βh + Gβ) + c. (53)
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The commutator algebra of the N = 2 model is easily worked out with the
result

(54)
[δvδ2]=2mε1ε2£v,

where £G and £v are Lie derivatives whose action on fields is

M>ι" = F \ ίyψ^djVY, idem for £ G . (55)

These Lie derivatives are commuting internal symmetries of the Lagrangian (50)
and are central charges of the supersymmetry algebra.

The pseudoscalar central charge can be obtained from dimensional reduction
as shown in Sect. 3, and it is natural to ask whether there is a similar provenance
for the entire N = 2 potential structure. The natural place to look is the
supersymmetric σ-model in four dimensions whose superspace structure is well
known to be

S[Z, Z] = J dAx{dAθK{Z, Z) + d2θh(Z) + d2θh(Z)}, (56)

where Zα is a chiral superfield and K(Z, Z) is the Kahler potential of M, and h(Z) is
the standard holomorphic superpotential, which is the same as that found here. If
Va(Z) and G\Z) are holomorphic Killing vectors of M, then Scherk-Schwarz
dimensional reduction can be implemented by imposing

^ mGa(Z), (57a)

OX*

and their conjugates. The compatibility condition of (57a) and (57b) is just the
condition that the Lie bracket of G and V vanishes. If £vh and £Gh are constant,
then the action (56) is independent of x3 and x4, and the resulting component
Lagrangian in two dimensions must coincide with (50). The implicit conclusion of
this argument is that the most general potential structure of the N = 2 nonlinear
σ-model in two dimensions can be obtained by dimensional reduction from four
dimensions.

Let us now compare the previous results with those which can be obtained by
the modified superfield shortcut discussed in Sect. 2. Thus we take the d = 2, N = 1
superfield action (4) with general potential W(Φ) added, and introduce the
modified superfields Φrί and Φni of (15) and (16). N = 2 supersymmetry then
requires the identity of the component actions

, (58a)

-]. (58b)

Referring to (28) (with G ; =0), one sees that (58a) and (58b) require, respectively

fi

kf
i,DidJW=±Dkd,W. (59+)

(59-)
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The first case requires that fj. djW is a holomorphic Killing vector [see (44)], while
the second case implies that W is the real part of an analytic function. Thus one
obtains here the two special cases of the previous general results: i) G' = 0, W= U,
and Vi = f\djW a holomorphic Killing vector, and ii) Gl = 09 W=h(z) + h(z).

5. The HyperKahler Case: iV=4

A hyperKahler manifold has real dimension An and has three covariantly constant
complex structures which we denote by Γp Jιp and Kιj. Together with δι • they are a
basis for the quaternions. In a frame for the tangent space of M at any point, one
may take the explicit complex structures

where, in this direct product notation, i and σy are the 2 x 2 identity and Pauli
matrix and ίn is the n x n unit matrix.

One can introduce on M three distinct types of complex coordinate charts: i)
/-holomorphic coordinates zα, zct = zoc with α = l,2...2w, such that in a coordinate
basis / takes standard form Γβ = iδa

β, Fβ = — iδ*β ii) J-holomorphic coordinates
ua, ua such that J takes standard form, and iii) K-holomorphic coordinates va, υa,
where K takes standard form.

A real function f//(z, z) which satisfies

DidjH^-lWjDM (61)

is the real part of an /-holomorphic function and can be represented as Hj(z9 z)
= hr(z) + hj(z). A real function Uτ(z, z) which satisfies

D^jU^I^fjD^Uj (62)

is the potential of an /-holomorphic Killing vector Vι given by Vj^f^djUj. J-
and K-holomorphic functions and J- and X-holomorphic Killing vectors are
defined analogously.

It follows from previous work that the general ΛΓ= 1 Lagrangian (28) is Λf = 4
supersymmetric if and only if it is invariant under the transformation (52) for each
of the complex structures /, J, K. This requires the compatibility conditions that
the N = 1 real superpotential W(φ) be simultaneously expressed in the form (46) for
/, J, K, viz.

v), (63)

and that Gt be simultaneously /-, J-, and K-holomorphic, i.e. Gf is a tri-
holomorphic Killing vector. We will not explore these general compatibility
conditions in detail but we will make some relevant comments below.

Instead of a general analysis we will pass to the more restrictive framework in
which extended supersymmetry is derived by the modified superfield method. In
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this case one has G = 0, and it is sufficient for N = 4 supersymmetry that the
Hessian of the superpotential W(φ) satisfies (59) for /, /, and K with appropriately
chosen ± signs. It is easy to see that the quaternionic algebra, IJ = K etc., restricts
the allowed sign configurations to two, namely

i) + + 4-, in which case W is a tri-holomorphic Killing potential, and there
are three holomorphic Killing vectors, VIi = Ij

idjW and Vj.^fi.djW, and VKi

= Kj

idjW.
ii) h, in which case W is the real part of an analytic function for any two

complex structures, here taken as I and J, and is the potential for a Killing vector
holomorphic with respect to the remaining complex structure, here taken as K.
Exclusion of reflects the general fact that there are no tri-holomorphic
functions.

We also note that (59 + ) is equivalent to the statement that the Hessian of W
commutes (anti-commutes) with the given complex structure. This means that

1\ DkDj W+DίDk WIkj = 0,

J\DkDjW+ D^Wfj = 0, (64 ±)

K^D'ΌjW- DiDkWKij = 0,

where the upper signs correspond to the alternative i) above and the lower signs to
the alternative ii). The third equation in (64 +) is implied by the first two.

Let us now discuss the possibility i) briefly. Flat R4n space has triholomorphic
Killing potentials. The translation Killing potentials are trivially triholomorphic.
To ascertain whether there is a triholomorphic subgroup of the SO(4rc) isotropy
group of R4n, we consider the quadratic potential W=\Sijφ

ιφj in the standard
Cartesian coordinates. Direct calculation shows that there are n{2n— 1) inde-
pendent symmetric matrices Stj which satisfy (64 + ). This suggests that for each
complex structure there is an SO(2n) subgroup of SO(4n) which is determined by
the triholomorphic potentials. Thus for flat R4n one obtains with possibility i) only
free field theories with mass.

For n — \ the unique triholomorphic potential on R4 is W=^δ.jφιφj. The fact
that δ.j is the only symmetric matrix which commutes with /, J, and K in four
dimensions is a consequence of Schur's lemma for real representations [13]. On a
non-trivial four dimensional hyperKahler manifold M, it is an immediate con-
sequence that the Hessian of a triholomorphic potential must satisfy

DiDJW=f(φ)gij9 (65)

where gtj is the metric tenor of M and f(φ) is a scalar function. After further
differentiation and antisymmetrization one obtains

Rijk^WHQjΛf-Qik^f)- (66)

If we contract with gik and use the fact that hyperKahler manifolds are Ricci-ίlat,
we find that f(φ) is constant. Thus (66) implies

R,jk

ιd,W=0, (67)
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which is not possible to satisfy on irreducible manifolds because it implies that the
representation of the holonomy group is reducible. Thus triholomorphic Killing
potentials cannot exist for interesting 4-dimensional hyperKahler manifolds. For
higher dimensional hyperKahler manifolds the question of existence of tri-
holomorphic Killing potentials remains open, since the implications of Schur's
lemma is weaker than (65) and a line of argument similar to that above does not
seem to work.

To investigate the alternative ii) we again directly count the quadratic
potentials W=^Sίjφ

ίφj on flat R4n which satisfy (64). One finds that there are
n(2n+ϊ) allowed potentials, which indicates that the relevant subgroup of SO(4n)
is Sp(rc). To discuss non-trivial hyperKahler manifolds, we consider two four-
dimensional Euclidean self-dual gravitational instanton metrics, namely a) the
Taub-NUT [14] and b) the Eguchi-Hansen [14] instantons. Both metrics are
asymptotically locally Euclidean, so that any solution of (64 —) should asymptoti-
cally approach a solution on flat R*. However the Euclidean time coordinate of
the Taub-NUT metric is periodically identified. Since this simple topological
requirement cannot be satisfied by the quadratic potentials of JR4 we conclude that
Taub-NUT space does not support N = 4 supersymmetric potentials (except
possibly potentials which vanish relative to those of R4 which seems unlikely). In
Eguchi-Hansen space any solution of (64 — ) in pseudo-Euclidean coordinates
must be invariant under a Z 2 group of reflection of diametrically opposite points
in the surface of the boundary 3-spheres. Since the quadratic potentials of flat R4

satisfy the required reflection symmetry, we would expect that there are three
independent solutions of (64 —).

Indeed such JV = 4 superpotentials have been found by Jourjine [16] who
solved (64 — ) explicitly using the real "hyperspherical" parameterization of the
Eguchi-Hansen metric. The N = 2 supersymmetric nonlinear σ-model in 4 space-
time dimensions on the Calabi series [17] of hyperKahler manifolds (of which the
lowest case coincides with Eguchi-Hansen) was first formulated in components
[18] and then by superspace methods [19]. Rόcek and Townsend have used the
superspace formulation to find allowed potentials in the form of analytic functions
of chiral N=ί superfields in four dimensions [20]. Upon trivial dimensional
reduction to two-dimensions, one would find an N = 4 nonlinear σ-model, in a
manifest N = 2 superspace form with a chiral superfield potential.

6. Renormalization

Since the renormalization properties of the supersymmetric nonlinear σ-model are
one of its most interesting features, we whish to give a brief qualitative discussion
of the renormalization of the potential structures derived in the previous sections.

Let us consider the TV = 1 model of (28) with Gt = 0. In this case there is an N = 1
superspace formulation as in (4) with the additional superpotential term W(Φ)/2i
Further the N = 2 and N = 4 models with Gt = 0 can all be placed in this form. One
can compute quantum corrections to the potential using superspace perturbation
theory and the normal coordinate expansion on the manifold M using the method
previously used to compute the quantum corrections to the metric [4]. It is
important to note that this computational procedure is universal, since results can
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be obtained for a general manifold M, metric gt and potential W. It is known that
in 1-loop order the bare superpotential is corrected by a counterterm proportional
to the Laplacian g^D^.WiΦ), and in a higher order one expects further
counterterms linear in covariant derivatives of W(Φ) contracted with the metric
and curvature tensor of M. Such counterterms have been studied more explicitly
by Jourjine [12].

With the above in view, consider the N = 2 model of (50) with the restriction
(17 = 0, Gt. = 0) to a purely holomorphic superpotential W=h + h. In this case there
is an N = 2 superfield formulation with purely chiral superpotential h{za). The non-
renormalization theorems [21] of iV = l supersymmetry in 4 dimensions apply in
the present situation, and imply that there are no radiative corrections to the N = 2
superpotential. Universality implies that the counterterms of the JV= 1 model must
vanish when W(Φ) is restricted to the real part of a holomorphic function. For
example, the one-loop counterterm certainly obeys this requirement.

For N = 4 models on hyperKahler manifolds it is significant that the potentials
in the framework of the modified superfield and the explicit solutions on the
Calabi manifolds are holomorphic functions. There is an N = 2 chiral superfield
formulation and, again, no radiative corrections to the classical potential. Since
there are excellent arguments to the effect that there are no metric counterterms in
the N = 4 models [2,3], these models appear to be entirely ultraviolet finite.
Jourjine [12, 16] also applied the non-renormalization theorem and concluded
that the holomorphic potentials for N = 2 models have no radiative corrections,
but he drew somewhat different conclusions about the iV = 4 models.

Let us now consider the case of N = 2 models with a potential which includes
the contribution from a holomorphic Killing vector. In this case there is only an
N=ί superfield formulation, and there is a one-loop counterterm proportional to
g^DidjU. For general Kahler manifolds this quantity is not the potential of a
holomorphic Killing vector (although there are special cases, such as the CPn

models [see (41)], where gijD. djU is either a trivial constant or proportional to the
classical potential U). Thus we seem to have a situation where the radiative
corrections break iV = 2 supersymmetry down to JV = 1 supersymmetry. It also
appears that when a Killing vector Gf with pseudoscalar fermion couplings is
included in the N = 1 model, the counterterms cannot be described in terms of
Killing vectors and that even N=ί supersymmetry is broken by radiative
corrections. We have not investigated this supersymmetry breakdown mechanism,
and suggest that it may be an interesting problem for future work. The mechanism
may be related to the non-trivial dimensional reduction procedure which leads to
these models.
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